
Mr. Frank Mankiewics 
	

7/16/92 
Hill & Knowlton 
901 31 St.,UW 
Washington, D.C. 20007-3838 

Dear Mr. hankiewicz, 

Un June 9, in the letter in which you referred to the autopsy prosectors as the 

Keyntone coroners, you as what I'm doing. On the 12th I told you I'm writing a book. 

The book, now about a third drafted, is on the JedIA adventure. -Lt will be largely 

on what Humes and Boswell are quoted as havin, told Jail, compared with the record, which 

I do have, of both what they've said in the past and of fact Rnd reality. 

They should have pretty long noses by now. 

I've just finished putting together what JAVA quotes them an saying. In doing this 

I was reminded of something I do not have, what Oliver Stone said about them in JFK.I 

do have an early script but not the shooting script. I could probably do without it but g 

because I have documented everything to the point I've r ached really thoroughly, almost 

entirely with unpublished official records, I'd prefer to be able to quote the script. I 

am without doubt that on the military presence at the autopsy and its control over the 

autopsy I have much more than enough — more than Finck's Pew Orleans testimony. I have 

it and wrote about it 17 years sgo. I now have even Pierre Finck's notes in which he 

named some of them long before Garrison! 

Late last year there wex'e a number of reports that the shooting script was going to 

be published, in something intended for use in schools and separatelpifor general dis-

tribution. Applause gooks, in asking pecmission to use something I'd written, told me 

they were publishing the script. 

I've seen nothing in local bookstores like what was reported, nothing with the 

script, and I've heart, nothing more from applause l'ooks. 

I'd appreciate it if you .:ould please send me the few pages of the shooting script 

that JAIL& and the Kornoers object to. I think I may be confirming what in essence the 

script says. 

Or, if published in a book, a copy 

of the book for which 	gladly pay. 

Sincerely, 

Bb
&Li  

old Weisberg 


